The characteristics of linear combinations ^2\iQi(x) of a given set of real quadratic forms
The characteristics of linear combinations ^2\iQi(x) of a given set of real quadratic forms (1) Qi ( Shortly after the publication of this paper, Fritz John kindly called my attention to the fact that a closely related result is contained in an earlier paper of his.
2 Certainly John's paper contains essentially the "sufficiency" half of the theorem quoted above. Furthermore it introduces a very interesting suggestion in noting that the validity of relations (2) implies the existence of a quadratic form n B(x) as ^ bklXkXi which is definite or semi-definite, and such that 
38$
This condition, unlike those occurring in other treatments of the problem, focuses attention on the coefficients of the given forms. Because of its purely algebraic character and its possible usefulness in applications it seems worthy of further study, and that is the purpose of the present note. In Theorem I there is an analysis of possibilities in terms of this relationship, and in Theorem II there is an equivalent statement from a different and possibly interesting point of view.
Orthogonality of quadratic forms as to their coefficients.
The bilinear form consisting of the sum of products of corresponding coefficients of two quadratic forms
Obviously (Q • B) = (B • Q) ; and for a set of forms such as those in (1). (2>*G«--B)=2>«(Q<-.B). Also it may be easily verified that (QB) is invariant under the group of orthogonal transformations on xi, X2, --• , x nr
If the two quadratic forms Q(x) and B(x) satisfy the relation (Q • B) = 0 they will be said to be orthogonal as to coefficients (or c-orthogonal) . 4 Relative to a given system of real quadratic forms (1) 
The first half of this lemma is due to John, as is the following neat proof of it.
Suppose there exist relations (2). These may be written 3. Proof of Theorem 1(b). This proof is facilitated by the following corollary.
COROLLARY OF I (a). If two quadratic forms are c-orthogonal and one is definite, then the other is indefinite.
The sufficiency part of 1(b) follows immediately. For if a definite form B is c-orthogonal to every Qi it is c-orthogonal to every linear combination ^XiQi, and hence by the corollary every such linear combination is indefinite.
To prove the necessity part of 1(b), we assume that every linear combination ^KiQi(x) changes sign. On account of the homogeneity property Q(tx) = t 2 Q(x), we are indeed justified in assuming that every such linear combination changes sign as x varies on the unit hypersphere ||x|| =1 in the ^-dimensional x-space.
The set of points SDîi with coordinates represented by 2Ki: (Qi(*), Q»(*)> • ' • ,Q«(*)), Ml = L in m-dimensional space is closed and bounded. Hence, in view of our assumption, its convex extension C(Wli) contains the origin of that m-dimensional space as an inner point. 5 This origin can therefore be the centroid of positive masses at a suitably chosen finite and truly m-dimensional subset of points
To the finite set 9K 2 we arbitrarily adjoin the set of n points
where each w-partite number xi=(x{, x%y * • * , Xftj nas an zero components with the exception that x* = 1. The set Sft^rSD^+SD^ is a truly m-dimensional finite set, and its convex extension contains the origin as an inner point. Hence this origin can be the centroid of positive masses at all 7 points of Sft; and the analytic expression of this fact leads to the system of relations 5 Cf. Dines, Convex extension and linear equalities, Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. vol. 42 (1936) 
where n is an integer greater than 3 and 2<t<n> has no solution in rational numbers all different from zero, is still unsettled even in its first case, n = 4, / = 3. It may therefore be of some interest to note a solution of this equation for any n>3 and any t> 1 in terms of (irrational) algebraic numbers, which can be made algebraic integers by suitable choice of a homogeneity parameter, all different from zero, all the numbers being polynomials in numbers of degree 2d, where 4d^2n -5 + ( -l) n . If solutions differing only by a parameter are not considered distinct, there are at least d l~l sets of solutions
The solutions described are 
